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Faster, Easier Messages with 
Record-breaking Fleksy Keyboard  

Taking a big step forward in keyboard technology, the app employs a 
different method than traditional keyboard interfaces to intuit users inten-
tions, making quick, accurate typing effortless.  Fleksy’s next generation 
auto correction takes the frustration out of editing, further reducing time 
and increasing productivity.  Users can swipe for spacing, deletion and 
scroll through autocorrect options.  Delivering to the cloud or social media 
platforms is simple with the tap of a fi nger, colorful themes make typing 
a pleasant experience and over 600 different Emojis give users a wide 
palette of creative expression.  

Cutting Edge Messaging for Intel Atom Tablets for Android* 

Mobile device users can take advantage of this new effi cient way to 
produce effective, accurate content on their high-resolution Android* 
screens.  The sensitive touch capabilities make the tap-and-swipe mecha-
nism simple and hours of solid performance mean that users can produce 
and deliver important information from wherever they travel.  Fleksy is an 
excellent complement to the lightweight portability of these responsive, 
dependable tablets.  

This revolutionary application is changing the nature of messaging; Intel 
supports innovative methods that save users time and allows them ad-
ditional precision, even making typing more fun and versatile.  

Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

Intel has collaborated with Fleksy to bring its keyboard app to a larger audience of mobile device users by optimizing 
for Android* tablets. Fleksy is the fastest keyboard in the world, and so comfortable that users can even type without 
looking. Enjoy fl uid and fast content production on an Android* tablet today.

Features of Fleksy Keyboard 
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Superb Intuitive Interface
  • Smart Autocorrection
  • Tap-and-Swipe Spacing and 
     Punctuation
  • Large Selection of Languages
  • Colorful Themes
  • 600 Emoji Icons



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Fleksy Keyboard App Now on Android* Tablets

Tablet users will enjoy the smooth action of creating content with this innovative typing system.  It not only saves time 
and produces more cohesive text, it also makes typing entertaining and easier to share.  Android* devices powered 
by Intel® Atom™ processors offer a reliable platform for this new keyboard experience that lets users all over the 
world get the message across.   

To download Fleksy Keyboard, visit: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.syntellia.fl eksy.kb&referrer=utm_source%3Dintel%26utm_
medium%3Dpr%26utm_campaign%3Dintel


